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Yi Dome Camera - a complete intelligent 360 ° home monitoring system Range 345 ° horizontal
and 115 ° vertical rotation
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covers a complete range of 360 ° camera view Super fast professional lenses with 112 ° viewing angle and two-sided
horizontal rotation make the Yi Dome Camera record a full HD panoramic image virtually without the smallest dead
center. 8 modes to mark your favorite areas Panoramic Auto-Cruise mode, just one click The smooth and natural
navigation system allows you to have full control without having to take your finger off the phone display. Store eight
items as tabs and easily return with one click. What's more, you can choose the auto-cruise function in full 360 ° or order
the camera to stop between the tabs you have selected. Choose an all-day auto-cruise mode or customize monitoring to
your needs for full control. The Yi Dome camera protects you and your non-stop family 24 hours a day. Monitor your
home on your own with the Yi Home App The intuitive YI navigation system gives you full control over your entire home,
whichever you want! View the image from your Yi Dome camera together with your other Home family cameras in one
integrated application. Sensitive Motion Detection Algorithm Your home is safe, wherever you are The Yi Dome's
precise motion sensor is the best symbol of the highest security. Even the smallest traffic is accurately detected and
sent to you in the form of an alert on the phone. Many installation options Quick and universal installation - place the
camera Yi Dome where you like the most. Stand on the table, hang on the wall or ceiling. Technical Specifications â€¢
Lens: glass â€¢ Viewing angle: 112 ° â€¢ Field of view: 360 ° â€¢ Video resolution: 720p at 20FPS â€¢ Night vision mode: ye
Infrared: 8 diodes 940 nm â€¢ Additional functions: motion detection, traffic tracking, memorizing the observed points,
notifications on the smartphone, audio communication â€¢ Supported protocols: IPV4, UDP, TCP, HTTP, DHCP, P2P â€¢
Wi-Fi: yes, 2.4GHz 802.11 b / g / n â€¢ 4-32 GB microSD memory â€¢ Dimensions height 110 mm, base diameter 93 mm,
diameter of the head 64 mm â€¢ Weight: 230 g â€¢ 24 months warranty â€¢ The set includes a camera, a microUSB cable, a
USB charger, and a manual in Polish
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